
     The better solution for oil spill 



About Us

We design, develop, manufacture, install & supply of advanced
Oil Spill Response Equipments base in TAIWAN since 2003.
Export more than 25 different Countries or area.
Also we are sales agents for well-known brands of oil spill
equipments.
The products range include oil containment booms, special
booms, boom reels, oil skimmers, skimmer boat, land use
storage tank, marine floa
accessory items required for the containment and recovery of oil
spills on water.
Our technicians have exper
repair of all types oil spill equipments and Hydraulic Power
Systems, Hydraulic Pumps, Valves, Cylinder and Pneuma
Cylinder.
If you need additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

General Manager
        Chi Chiu
ECO EQUIPMENTS INC.



Our Gobal partner

ISO 9001 : 2015
The Registration Covers the Design Development, Manufacture,
 Installation, Repair and Sale of Decontamination Equipment.



ISCO CORPORATE MEMBER,
ECO EQUIPMENTS INC., HAS 
DEVELOPED A NEW HIGH 
DURABILITY PERMANENT BOOM
The ECO-PB810 NEW FLOAT has 
indentation on the surface for 
anti-collision effect level, and 
the rubber fabric of this 
Permanent Boom can be up to 
20mm thickness, giving a service 
life of up to five years. When 
you need 24 hours protection 
for facilities or vessels to 
contain spills around the clock, 
Eco Equipments has a Permanent 
Boom designed for your specific 
application.
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ISCO CORPORATE MEMBER, ECO EQUIPMENTS INC. DELIVERS THE FIRST SPECIALIZED
ALUMINUM OIL RECOVERY SHIP IN TAIWAN
Due to the environmental protection issues raised in recent years, FORMOAS
PEtROCHEMICAL CORPORATION (FPCC) ordered a new model of the coastal
type oil spill ship in 2014 for which Eco Equipments Inc. (agent in Taiwan) won
the contract. Developed and manufactured by ECOCEANE (France), the estimated
completion date is early 2015.
Details - Model - Spillglop250 (SG250), oil recovery ship made of Aluminum mainly
, total amount of contract approx. USD 6,000,000. Vessel Length overall is 25 m.
In addition to its recovery capacity of 120-150m3/hour, SG 250 can act as a
genuine workboat, while remaining on watch, capable of conducting profitable
activity. It will be the first specialized Aluminum Oil Recovery Ship in Taiwan.
It will also be the first and the most advanced in Aria. FPCC’s new vessel will
help solve oil pollution offshore Taiwan and FPCC is also planning to use it to 
help other countries in the region when there is any oil pollution of the sea.

“ECOCEANE” has focused its energies on researching, developing, building and
marketing its patented, versatile vessels. These vessels are designed to recover
hydrocarbons and solid floating waste at sea. 
(Website : http://ecoceane.com/home-en.htm)
“Eco Equipments Inc.” design, develop, manufacture, install & supply advanced 
Oil Spill Response Equipments and based in Taiwan.
(Website : http://www.ecoequipments.com/eng/company.html  and view video at
http://www.youtube.com/user/EcoEquipments/videos?view=0)
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Fence Boom

Light Weight 1.2 ~ 6.0 kg/m, 
small size, easy transportation 
and storage, applied with Reel
set, Quick Rack, Working Boat... 
saving more manpower and 
material resource. It helps achieve
the response task in training, drill 
and emergency.
The thickness of flat fence boom is 
just 20mm. It weighs half of the 
column type boom. It is the most 
general boom in use.

PVC coated Nelon/Polyester, 600~1000gsm ±, Single layer

6 mm ~ 12 mm

> 2 : 1



Containment Boom

ECO - U BOOM
AB60/100
ECO U boom are air filled which makes them 
quick and easy to deploy by one or two boat. 
They are designed as a rapid response to assist 
in the containment and recovery of  accidentally 
spill oil. U type can storage up to 35 CBM oil. 
Working up to 5 knots. The U boom system 
can work with ECO BR reel system with Diesel 
hydraulic power pack and storage in one 10’ 
container. All range of boom sizes means that 
they can be used in almost any location, from 
rivers through to the open sea. 

Light weight, take up small 
storage space and are easy to
handle. As a consequence of 
minimal EVA or EPE / PER 
buoyancy over 15 knots and 
strong currents.

PVC/TPU coated Nylon/Polyester, 600~1000gsm

6 mm ~ 12 mm



Air boom fits to use in offshore and 
marine for containing oil spill.
1. Comparing with others, its size
    is the smaller and weight is the 
    lighter.
2. Higher Buoyancy
3. Working with Reel saves more
    manpower.
Air Valve : International standard
1~3 inch valve.

Air Boom



Tidal Boom

Tidal boom fits to protect
coastal line, estuary, beach
and tidal flat coastal area,
avoid damage of oil spill.

On top for filling up air,
bottom for irrigation. Floating
symmetrically in tidal flat
coastal area. Be able to sit on
sands stably and float by tide
up and down.



Permanent Containment Boom ( square )

When you need 24 hour protection 
for facilities or vessels to contain 
spills around the clock, our
Permannt Boom safeguard
against spills that will happen
when they are not expected.
Proven with years of service
bulkhead, cable risers, and
service hardware allow the
Permanent Boom stay
attached under an d around
piers, vessels self adjusting
for tidal fluctuatuion.

HDPE Shell And PU Inside, LWH : 81x30x26cm, Orange Color



Permanent Containment Boom ( round )

It fits to long time use; it
besieges oil spills and
even floating debris and
trash.
1. Longer Life than others
2. Firm and solid in use
3. Wide application



Silt Boom

Silt Booms have a foam buoyancy
chamber supporting a deep skirt.
The Skirt can vary from a few
meters to as many as twenty
 meters deep.
．Skirt material is usually
woven Nylon/Polyester fabric,
but can also be a non-porous fabric.
．Most silt booms are used in 
waters with low or no current.
Booms in strong currents
require additional longitudinal
strength to cater for the extremely
large force exerted on the skirt of
the boom.



Flexible Boom 

Light Weight 2.0 kg/m ~ 6.0
kg/m, Easy to Carry with
Small Volume, Money and
Manpower Saving,
Applied to do training or drill
daily as well as the
emergency response.
Thickness of Foam is only
20mm (Flat Type) which
weighs half of the round type.



sus 304

Boom Reel



Accessories



Small Weir Skimmer

It fits to use in various water
area, shore, wharf. With high
mobility and easy operation.

1. Light Weight, two men can
    work.
2. High Mobility, Quick
    Response.
3. High Economic Efficiency.



Weir Skimmer

Applied to harbor, bay, and
open seas
Float stably, get up and down
by water
Absorption Capacity: up to
250 m³/hr



Brush Skimmer

It fit to use in various water
area; when spill occurs, it can
absorb different floating oils
and chemicals by its
skimming head.
Oleophilic and Hydrophobe
characteristics, Low water 
proportion (below 5%)



Disc Skimmer

It fits to use in various water
area; when spill occurs, it can
absorb different floating oils
and chemicals by its
skimming head.



Drum Skimmer

It fits to use in various water
area; when spill occurs, it can
absorb different floating oils
and chemicals by its
skimming head.



Multi-Function Skimmer

Multi Skimmer assembles Drum,
Disk and Brush-3 in 1 skimmer,
Applied to various water area,
quick response and with big
chemicals in oil spill area.
Multi-function Skimmer has
functions of oil and water 
sparator, oil collection. Few
water in recovery oil. Easy to
change different skimmer head.



Vacuum Skimmer

Applied to various water area,
can quickly recover different
chemcials and debris on oil
spill water by vacuum pump.



Skimmer Boat



D Type Skimmer

It fit to use in various water
area; when spill occurs, it can 
absorb different floating oils
and chemicals by its
skimming head.
Oleophilic and Hydrophobe
characteristics, Low water
proportion (below 5%)



Rock Cleaner



Hydraulic Oil Transfer Pump

These Pumps are Very Portable Vortex lmpeller/Screw pump.
They can handle stringy solids and can be used for jobs such
as bilge pumping, job site dewatering, wastewater transfer, oil
skimmers, vault pumping and grit chamber clean-outs.



Suction Oil Transfer Pump

The ECO F Series flexible
impeller pump is with a flexible
rubber impeller. It is applied to
use on various spill on-sites,
suitable to waste water, sea
water and waste oil’s recovery.
With high self-suction ability
and good efficiency. Small
solids and objects allowed.
Driven by : Diesel Engine/
electric motor.



Hydraulic Powerpack

Engine Brand : Kohlar, Lombardinni, Yanmar, Kawasaki, Honda,
Deutz or same level engine.
Type : Diesel or Gasoline
Indicator : Hydraulic System pressure gauge, low hydraulic oil
sight glass, fuel gauge, hydraulic circuit level, hydraulic flow
control valves to adjust speed and pump control.
This diesel power unit is designed to drive all type hydraulic
equipments including the ECO Reel, ECO skimmer and ECO oil
transfer pump.



Hydraulic Powerpack



Land Use Tank

The land use tank is a self
supporting open top storage
tank.
Standard material : PVC or PU
coated Nylon or either
reinforced by polyurethane
coated fabric or vulcanized
neoprene. (Option Purchase)
It is constructed with a foam-
filled collar to support the 
entry lip and to ease 
filling.
They are typically used in oil
recovery, fire fighting,
pressure washing and general
water storage situations.



Tow - able Tank  ( Marine Type )

Eco Towable Marine Storage
Bag are heavy-duty floating
tanks and used for the
temporary storage and
transportation of recovered
liquids.
Oil recovered during skimming
operations can be pumped into 
the towable oil storage tanks, 
from a few barrels in a harbour
to a major accident offshore.
Ideal for operations in 
Oill Spill Recovery, Portable 
Water Storage and Transport
Bulk Fluid Transfer Bilge,
Sewage and Waste Water
Transportation.



Inflatable Tent

Arch tents feature an external skin and an inflatable frame
supporting the canvas which allows them to be set up in less
than 5 minutes. We offer high quality inflatable tent in any
size or style.



Dispersant Spray System

ECO DSS is a medium size spray 
unit designed for use with offshore
response vessels. It may be used for
both concentrate and dilute
dispersant application.
The unit has one self-priming
sea water pump.
Flow rate indication and
controls allow flow rate and
dilution of dispersant to be
monitored and controlled.



Absorbent Products



Container with Oil Spill Kits



Simple Green is listed by the EPA on the National Contingency Plan for use as a “Surface Washing Agent” during oil spills into open 
waterways – such as the current Deepwater Horizon spill catastrophe in the Gulf. What this means is Simple Green can be used by 
government agencies – Coast Guard, National Guard, etc. – and by you, to safely clean oiled surfaces on the shoreline, on personal 
vessels and watercraft, docks and pilings, aboard cleanup vessels, and on cleanup tools.

 SIMPLE USE GUIDE
 1. Crude oil can be tough to remove. Use Simple Green full-strength or diluted 50/50 with water for the most e ective cleaning

  against crude oil. If you use Simple Green full-strength, wet the oiled surface with water rst before applying Simple Green.

 2. Spray, mop, or wipe Simple Green onto the oiled surface. If you can put the Simple Green solution into a sprayer (spray bottle,
  pump-up sprayer, or through a pressure-sprayer,) this will make the cleanup process faster and easier.

 3. Let the Simple Green remain on the oily surface for a few minutes (but don’t let it dry.) Before you use your muscles, let Simple
  Green’s muscle work for you.

 4. Scrub or wash the surface with an appropriate tool: soft-bristle brush, long-handled shop broom, sponge mop, terry-cloth
  towel, sponge, or micro ber.

 5. Rinse the surface. *Try to direct any runo  onto the ground or into a sanitary sewer drain – not back into the water. The dirty
  Simple Green will contain oil and there’s enough of that in the water already.

 6. If you have oiled landscaping or shoreline, you can wet the area with water, spray on 50/50 diluted Simple Green and let it rest 
  on the area for a few minutes before hosing the area down.

OILED SURFACE APPROPRIATE SCRUB/WASH TOOL WHERE TO BUY

Piers, pylons, & sea walls (stone, 
concrete, cinderblock, brick, etc.)

Protective clothing: (hip waders, 
cleanup suits, gloves, goggles, boots, 
etc.) Hard surfaces & tools ( oors, cages, 
exam tables, shovels, spades, scrub 
brushes, shop brooms, etc.)

Docks & deck

Boat (hulls, decks, bilges, etc.)

Laundry (clothing, towels, rags, 
bedding, etc.)

Long handled shop broom, towels 

Long handled shop broom, pressure sprayer, towels

Scrub brush, towel, sponge, micro ber

Scrub brush, towel, sponge, micro ber

Spots: Wet any oiled areas with water, spray on full-strength
Simple Green, rub fabric against itself & launder immediately.
Wash loads: Add ¼ cup full-strength Simple Green to the 
water lled washtub, add your detergent, add laundry and 
launder as usual.  Use less Simple Green for smaller loads.

*Simple Green is on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s NCP Product Schedule. This listing does not mean
    that EPA approves, recommends, licenses, certi es, or authorizes the use of Simple Green on an oil discharge. 
       This listing means only that data have been submitted to EPA as required by subpart J of the National Contingency
          Plan, §300.915.

You can nd Simple Green in the household
or automotive cleaning sections at most 
DIY, Club, Hardware, and Grocery retailers, 
and also through Industrial and 
Institutional distributors. If you need 
assistance nding or using Simple Green, 
please call us at 800-228-0709.

24 OZ 1 GAL 5 GAL 55 GAL 275 GAL

ALSO AVAILABLE IN:

Simple Green Multi - Function Cleaner (since 1975)  

Taiwan - Keelung Harbor



Gentoo Coating
Gentoo is the next generation of corrosion-resistant and 
easy-cleaning coatings. With its combination of high 
performing abrasion resistance and very low sliding 
angle, Gentoo excels where other coatings have fallen short.
Traditional hydrophobic coatings are clear and abrasion 
resistant, but do not shed fluid easily. Superhydrophobic 
coatings are generally great at shedding water, but are not 
clear, and are easily removed. Whether it’s abrasion
resistance, oil repellency or visual clarity, conventional 
coatings have their limitations. Gentoo changes that.
Gentoo is a clear coating that not only repels water 
but most oils and solvents. It is also able to 
withstand significant abrasion without sacrificing 
performance.

Ultra-Microbes are a consortium of three different types
of microbes that are cultivated from rugged environments
such as undersea vents or sites where there is  volcanic
activity. They are then bred and naturally enhanced in 
sea water and ammonia using sweet Texas crude oil as
their only food source. With water, oxygen and an 
organic food source (such as oil) these microbes will
form vast colonies and digest and remediate oil on land
and on water, as well as grease traps, septic tanks, storm 
drains and almost any other area where contaminants are 
present.

油汙分解菌 海洋中有天然的石油降解微生物，能自然分解油
脂。它從海底的通風口及火山的環境中取出，經由生物技術結合了
3種嗜油菌的優點，其自然分解油脂可達到快速又自然的油汙清理
效果。

Ultra Tech was formed in 1993 with one goal in mind :
to create the world’s finest offering of spill containment
and spill response products. The conpany now features a
product line that consists of over 300 unique oroducts.

Ultra Tech



Research and Business (R&B)
研 發



Training and Action

Training :

Training :

Maintenance : Exhibit : 

Third party certificate inspection : SGS, BV, CR...



Table of  conversions

1 U.S. gallons =3.785 liters = 128 oz

1 Cubic meters = 264.17 U.S. gallons

1 Cubic meters = 35.315 cubic feet

1 meter = 100cm = 0.01km = 3.28 feet = 1.0936 yard

1 � = 0.3048 meter

1 mile = 1.609 km

1 kg = 2.20 LB (pounds) = 35.27 ounces

1 LB = 16 ounces

1 horsepower (HP) = 0.7457 kilowa� (kW)

1 kW = 1.341 HP

1 bar = 14.5036 psi = 1.0204kg/cm2

kilopascal (kPa) = 0.01 bar=0.145 psi

1 N = 1kgf x 9.8

100 daN = 1000N = 1kN

(°F – 32) x 5/9 = °C

(°C x 1.8) + 32 = °F

knots x 1.852 = kilometers/hour

knots x 1.151 = statute miles/hour

miles (statute)/hour x 0.8684= knots

Volume

Unit

Temperature

Speed



The be

Eco Equipments Inc.
15F-34, No. 50, 
Chung Hsiao W. Road, Sec1, 
Taipei 10041, Taiwan

Tel : +886-2-2370-9788
Fax: +886-2-2370-0266

Web: http://www.ecoequipments.com
Email: sales@ecoequipments.com

                                          亞欣環保科技有限公司
        10041台北市忠孝西路一段50號15樓之34
                     Eco Equipments Inc.
                 TEL : +886-2-2370-9788
                 FAX : +886-2-2370-0266
       Address : 15f-34, No. 50, Chung Hsiao W. 
            Rd, Sec. 1, Taipei , Taiwan 10041
       WEB : http://www.ecoequipments.com.tw
       E-MAIL : sales@ecoequipments.com.tw




